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are less direct checks upon the making of any expenditure not ex-
pressly authorized by law,1 On the other hand, in many matters of
poor relief, education, and public health the law is mandatory; the
local authority must provide the sendee, and meet part, if not all,
of its cost
Secondly, all local authorities are subject to a great deal of adminis-
trative control from various departments of the central government,
As far as expenditure on current account is concerned, this is exer-
cised mainly through the power to make or to withhold grants-in-aid.
In those services, such as education, housing, police, and roads, for
which specific grants are made, it is distinctly unusiial for a council to
make expenditure for which the appropriate minister refuses grant-
aid, even though it is in theory open to the council to place the whole
cost on the rates. There is no doubt at all that considerations of
Eligibility for grant' weigh heavily in decisions, not only about any
particular scheme of development, but also in determining the general
directions in which local activity shall be extended. Xo grant is
equal to 100 per cent, of expenditure.2 A local authority cannot get
'something for nothing*, but the lure of 'something for a little' is
very difficult to resist when the relative merits of different plans for
expenditure are under discussion. In the services which are not
directly grant-aided, these considerations, of course, do not arise; but
the Minister of Health possesses power under the Local Government
Act, 1929, to withhold part or all of the general exchequer grant
from any authority which, in his opinion, is either extravagant in its
expenditure, or is not maintaining a reasonable minimum standard
of efficiency in any service. This power does not appear ever to have
been formally exercised, but there is no reason to doubt that hints
that it might be exercised are occasionally given, and must carry much
weight. In the matter of capital expenditure, central control is even
more important, for most capital expenditure is financed by loan,
and the act of borrowing requires, in almost every case, ministerial
consent. This consent is not given without minute investigation,
which may, even where there is no opposition to the proposed
expenditure, take the form of a public inquiry presided over by an
inspector; it is abundantly dear that attention is paid, not only to
the merits of the scheme in question, but also to its relation to other
parts of a local authority's activities and to matters of national policy,
1 For a fuller account of this matter, see Hart, Introduction is the Lea* ofLoc^l Govern-
ment and Administration* 1934, pp. 171, 181-4.
z The only exceptions to this statement are one or two minor services, such as collec-
tion of the motor licence duties, in which the local authority acts simply as the agent
of the central government.

